
Kwik Kopy Elizabeth Street 
Customer Testimonials
What our customers are saying about us...



Introduction

At Kwik Kopy, our clients inspire us everyday to go above and beyond to find 
solutions that help them succeed in their business. From reliable business printing, 
poster and banner printing, creative graphic design or innovative online solutions, 
we can help you achieve your current and future business goals.

We regularly seek feedback from our customers and love to hear how we helped, 
and even where we could improve. These are some of the comments and reviews we 
received from customers over the last few years.

We have a long and thorough background in meeting the needs of Small to Medium 
businesses. For more information about our products or services and how we can 
help, talk to us today.
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I always need flyers last minute and I can Kwik Kopy to turn them around fast.

 Kwik Kopy Elizabeth Street customer  - Sales Co-Ordinator

15/01/2020Always Great Service and Quick Turnaround

I have been using Phillip and his team for many years, and have been absolutely delighted with 
the turn around time being so fast. I wish to mention Roy who lately has been so so helpful and 
always willing to out of his way to assist.

 Chanoch  - Manager

14/12/2019Excellent customer service.

We have been working with Kwik Kopy for a while now and so far they have been so efficient 
and delivered jobs always on time and were helpful and understandable when we had changes. 
Great great place! We are really happy!

 Elpi  - Administrator

13/12/2019Best place ever with extremely friendly staff!

We decided to do something different with our Christmas mail out , the team designed a great DL 
and Covers for Christmas gifts. WOW looks awesome

 Jennie888  - Sales Manager

21/11/2019EXCELLENT ADVISE AND CUSTOMER SERVICE

You always deliver excellent documents quickly and efficiently

 Anz roc  - Treasurer

13/11/2019Great Service

Kwik Kopy Elizabeth Street
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Always faster than I anticipate and delivered with a smile.  Never a problem and offers 
suggestions.

 Bronwen  - Executive Assistant

13/11/2019Friendly, efficient service.  Very helpful.

I had business cards made and was absolutely delighted with the quality.

 Toohey235  - Barrister

8/10/2019Excellent quality product

I had an urgent job to send out for a large poster.  The Kwik Kopy team on Elisabeth Street, were 
helpful and very responsive.  The quality of the work was perfect.Thank you!

 KT Opal  - Digital Marketing Specilalist

8/10/2019Fast helpful service

Always happy to help, quick and effortless service

 Melissa123  - Office Manager

10/09/2019Great service and products

The staff were very helpful and my order was processed promptly. I was very happy with the 
quality of the work.

 Irene M  - Practice Manager

15/08/2019Very Prompt & Helpful Service
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Prompt and efficient service for reasonable cost. Friendly service.

 Rassef  - Senior Vice Presidnet

10/07/2019
Prompt and efficient service for reasonable 
cost

Kwik Kopy has been flexible, has delivered on time and to a high standard!

 Hannah_Naomi  - Account Manager

14/06/2019Super fast high quality

Constantly sending jobs to be done that are done in a very quick & short turnaround.

 Lillian  - Sales Support

12/06/2019Great service & extremely fast turnaround

Kwik Kopy came through for us with a fast turn around on printed banners for a conference; 
tailoring the product from scratch with very specific size requirements. A great result.

 Kitty  - Receptionist

12/06/2019Fast, Professional Service and a Great Result.

Kwik Kopy Elizabeth Street were always so on the ball and attentive to my 
urgent requirements. I feel like I had urgent items printed twice a week for 
about three months and they always managed to have everything printed 
on or ahead of time.

 Elyse  - Senior Communications Officer

10/04/2019Incredible service“ ”
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My boss had given me the task of ordering letterhead for the office and he needed it in a hurry.  
I visited Kwik Kopy and they were right on the job and had the order filled very promptly, great 
work Kwik Kopy.

 Trinni  - Practice Manager

10/04/2019Great customer service and prompt delivery

We constantly have unexpected (and short) deadlines, but Roy, Sally and the team at Kwik Kopy 
Elizabeth Street always help me out but getting the job done in miraculous time. Can’t rate them 
highly enough!

 ChrisB2000  - National Marketing Manager

10/04/2019Always getting me out of trouble!

The KK team are always reliable and helpful even when we phone through an urgent order. 
Thanks goes especially to Phillip

 DomKelaher  - Membership Services

14/03/2019Great service

Fast turnover times with great customer support. Kwik Kopy Elizabeth Street has always 
completed my jobs in great quality and delivered promptly

 Kwik Kopy Elizabeth Street customer  - Graphic Designer

13/03/2019Excellent products are service

A consistently good experience where nothing is too much trouble.

 Kwik Kopy Elizabeth Street customer  - Manager

13/03/2019ALWAYS GREAT SERVICE
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ordered sticky label for education department well present

 Dina  - Education Support

11/12/2018great service

Great experience with Kwik Kopy. Very patient, quick turnaround and great quality.

 Ness008  - Executive Assistant

12/11/2018Quality printing and service!

All I did was telephone to discuss your Christmas closure in the context that I may need a High 
Court Appeal Book done very early in the new year.  Ian, who works in this area was very helpful 
and friendly.

 Kalopsia  - Solicitor

12/11/2018Friendly information

We used Kwik Kopy Elizabeth street for our event invitations, 9 round of events in 9 different 
cities. Shane and the Team worked so hard on getting everything right and done in time with no 
stress on our end. Will continue to work with them as I know we’ll get quality and we can rely on 
them.

 Nadia Nasello  - Business Deveopment Executive

12/11/2018Reliable, quick & great quality

Alwayys produce and deliver on time very happy with the service you provide

 Anz roc  - Treasurer

9/10/2018Great service
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They always gets my stuff back to me on time and the work is always good

 FEvans  - Marketing

10/09/2018Great service with quick delivery

I like to think I’m organised and don’t leave things to the last minute, but the truth is there have 
been more then a few occasions where I’ve had to send things for printing and beg for a fast 
turnaround and the answer is always yes.

 Kwik Kopy Elizabeth Street customer  - Head Of Marketing And Content

10/09/2018My saviours

Kwik Kopy has been extremely responsive and quick with their orders.

 TaraT  - Education Coordinator

10/09/2018Quick service

The team have a ‘can do’ attitude. All our (crazy) requests are met and in a quick timeframe.

 Nikk  - Manager

13/08/2018CAP-e

Running a legal practice I don’t have time to visit in person or run through 
in detail what I want done. Gave the staff a quick rundown of what I 
wanted done and left it with them. A day later I can see everything was 
done as requested without myself having to spend any time thinking about 
the task. Couldn’t ask for more, job well done.

 Mayaz  - Director

14/08/2018Efficient service as instructed“ ”
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We use the services of Kwik Kopy often as they provide a friendly and efficient service.

 Bailey  - Office Manager

14/08/2018Friendly service

I have worked with Phillip and his team at Kwik Kopy for many years and have always been 
impressed with the quality, speed and service. I would not hesitate to recommend Kwik Kopy for 
any job large or small.

 Emma274  - Genera

14/08/2018Great Job and Service

I have worked with Phillip and his team at Kwik Kopy for many years and would highly 
recommend Kwik Kopy for any print jobs large or small.

 Emma274  - General Manager Events

14/08/2018Great Job and Service

Kwik Kopy is the triple threat  - genuinely helpful service and advice, fast turnaround and 
professional, high-quality printing.

 CamilleB  - Paralegal

14/08/2018Great service

Quality is essential in my line of work, and Kwik Kopy Elizabeth Street always deliver quality 
print jobs,in a timely fashion. Even when a 3rd party supplier once impacted on the timeline 
of delivery, they went out of their way to keep me up to date and gave me options so that the 
quality wouldn’t be compromised. Shout out to Sally for her professionalism and friendliness.

 ChrisB2000  - National Marketing Manager

14/08/2018Terrific Service
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The guys at Kwik Kopy are amazing, everything is so streamlined, the print quality is great and 
the service is second to none, would highly recommend!

 VirginiaOC  - Director

14/08/2018
Amazing prices, great service, fast turn-
arounds!

I had a beautifully designed menu to be used for an exclusive member only event, that required 
precision printing.  Not only was the menu printed flawlessly, but it was also turned around in 
record time.  The end result was brilliant!

 Holly64  - Marketing & Communications Manager

9/07/2018Printing perfection!

Kwik Copy delivered our cards around the corner even though they were not yet paid for. I had 
mentioned that we had to have them for the Friday and there they were! Fantastic!

 Moffatt  - Voluntary

28/03/2018Kwik as

The product is good quality and produced in a timely manner. However, compared to our other 
printing provider the cost is about 35% more expensive. This will be decreasing the chance of us 
using Kwik Kopy next time.

 Caroline28  

3/01/2018Good timely service, price is a bit high

I have been using Kwik Kopy for 4 years now. The staff are super friendly, 
turnaround times are incredible, you always go the extra mile and prices 
are great!

 VirginiaOC  - Director

9/07/2018
Amazing prices and turnaround 
times“ ”
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Super quick service across all areas, quotes, billing, and service updates

 Lindsey  

14/12/2017Great service great products

We have used Kwik Kopy Elizabeth Street for a few business printing needs, and the team are 
very helpful and efficient. It has also been helpful that we are able to have a business account 
with them.

 Dani  - Assistant Law Clerk

13/12/2017Great service

Great service and quality! Always courteous and responsive

 Levi  - Director

21/10/2017Great service and product

Great service from Michaela and Roy from proof to print!

 Karen Garth  - Practice Manager

21/10/2017Amazing service

I visited Kwik Kopy for new business cards.  Very professional, all on time, everything that I 
wanted.

 Nick69  - Barrister

4/09/2017Great service and products
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Wanted business cards printed. Communication via email was excellent.

 JennyA  - Service Administrator

25/08/2017Seamless Service!

We regularly use KK Elizabeth St. Sally is always so accommodating and welcoming. No job is too 
big or small for these guys. Thank you KK team for all your hard work

 Apridham  - Marketing Coordinator

31/07/2017Great service and even better quality

After a second attempt we achieved the desired result and I am happy overall

 BenSy  - Barrister

31/07/2017Preparation of brief

Used the service a few weeks ago. It was a terrific turnaround time. Super efficient, good quality 
output. Very helpful and friendly staff

 Kwik Kopy Elizabeth Street customer  - Partner

21/07/2017Quick. Efficient. Quality.

Great service from Sally and all at Elizabeth Street. professional quality, all needs are met ,and 
more.

 Jennie  - Sales Marketing Manager

8/06/2017SERVICE, QUALITY ,TIMING
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Have been publishing a 10 page newsletter for us for many years always as asked for and flexible 
when an error needs correction.

 Kwik Kopy Elizabeth Street customer  - Secretary

7/06/2017Consistently Meet Deadlines

I mostly need orders the same day and Kwikopy always deliver such prompt service and nothing 
ever is too hard for them.

 Catherine  - Business Development Manager

7/06/2017Nothing is too difficult!

Since 2007 Kwikkopy Elizabeth St (formally Printers Devil) has been taking care of all our 
restaurant’s printing requirements. Whether it is menus, signage or design, Roy and the team 
consistently deliver great quality and service at a price that few can match. Subsolo Restaurant

 Subsolo Restaurant  - Owner

6/06/2017Best printing business for design & service

The team are always very responsive and helpful.  They work hard to turnaround our jobs as 
quickly as possible.  I have been very pleased with the results.

 Imogen  - Clerk (Practice Manager)

21/04/2017Great service and excellent printed result

We use KwikKopy for a lot of our business and personal needs and have found them to be 
friendly, reliable and accommodating. The quality of their products is consistently high and we 
are always happy with their service.

 Kwik Kopy Elizabeth Street customer  - Executive

5/04/2017Exceptional quality products, no questions!
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Kwikkop Elizabeth St is our preferred printing and design partner. For 9 years we have had 
excellent, reliable and friendly service. I recommend them to anyone needing a print job!

 Richard  - Director

23/03/2017Always quality, reliable and friendly service

We have used Kwik Kopy in Elizabeth Street for years now and have always had the best advice 
and service.

 Karen Garth  - Practice Manager

22/03/2017Great service every time!

Kwok copy Elizabeth St was a surpriseThey were helpful took time to understand my needs and 
develop a product to suit. They even delivered my product to assist me. Respectful patient and 
friendly staff who listen, to tell you the truth even if they are more expensive than other printers 
it’s the great customer service that will keep me coming back!

 Kwik Kopy Elizabeth Street customer  

22/03/2017Wonderful service friendly and accomodating

we are the accounts department, we are quite happy with the experience with Kwik Kopy

 Kwik Kopy Elizabeth Street customer  - Finance Officer

3/03/2017Great Service

I have used Kwik Kopy twice and both times found the staff to be most efficient and friendly.
On both occasions I personally went to the Elizabeth Street office and it was so easy and 
painless to organise what I wanted The service with the product was swift and the cost was very 
competitive. All up, a great company to do business with!

 Brbara  - Licensee/Owner

21/02/2017A very good experience
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I visited Kwik Kopy just a little over a month ago and am so happy that I did..

 Kwik Kopy Elizabeth Street customer  - Receptionist/Assistant Clerk

17/01/2017Great Service and Products!

I have used Kwik copy to file matters in courts for me

 Peter Mahaffy  - Owner

18/12/2016Peter Mahaffy Review of Kwik Copy

We utilised the services of Kwik Kopy in an urgent office situation and were extremely pleased 
with the service provided.

 Bev Brine  - Office Administrator

9/12/2016NLS Law

The service from Kwik Kopy was outstanding from the communication to the delivery of the 
product. We always receive highly quality work from this business.Thank you!

 Jrobin  - Program Analyst

17/11/2016Outstanding customer service

I have on numerous occasions had business cards printed and the highlight of the service:* Fast 
turnaround - I am usually happy to the suggested turnaround but often they improve on it and 
the cards arrive earlier.* Print & finish is perfect - quality is incredible & colours are vibrant.

 JennyC  - Production Manager

8/11/2016Fast print & great quality
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very happy with the final product. they have become the only printers i work with.

 Hagit  - Office Manager

8/11/2016
Great customer service and outstanding prod-
uct.

The staff at Kwik Kopy Elizabeth Street were very helpful, they made getting a job done on a 
tight schedule a breeze, arranging pick up, copying, collating and delivery.

 KarenC  - Paralegal

21/10/2016Excellent service

I visit Kwik Copy for all our copies and laminating the staff are helpful professional and excellent 
Customer service and very reliable advice always willing  to help and very calm

 Ali Taha  - Junior Clerk

18/10/2016Excellent service and Products

It was excellent- on time and great product.. very happy

 Hagit  - Office Manager

18/10/2016Reliable, fast and friendly..

we regularly use Kwik Kopy for printing, and have always been happy 
with their service. The turn around on our orders is usually a matter of 
hours, and its always printed to a very high standard.

 Olivia28  - Sales Coordinator

28/10/2016Very speedy service!“ ”
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I have used Young and Cooke many times over the years

 John Brown  - Proprietor

18/10/2016Young and Cooke

I had all our stationary letter head , envelopes, invites business cards supplied printed on quality 
paper and black raised print . looks amazing look professional .. the product and service I received 
was far and beyond my expectations . thank you

 Jennie  - Sales Manager

3/10/2016Professional, helpful,quality service & product

I use Kwik Kopy for preparation of high court documents and wouldn’t consider using anyone else

 Nothing  - Solicitor

23/09/2016fast and efficient service

Philip Joel and the team are brilliant. Most of the time I know what I need before I need to ask. 
They really go out of the way to provide exceptional service!

 Lauren1980  - Senior Coordinator, Membership

22/09/2016Excellent and efficient service

I recently needed to make a change to a business card I had ordered, Kwik Kopy were very 
accommodating and made the change for me quickly and without complaint.

 Amie86  - Personal Assistant

22/09/2016Great service!
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the staff were extremely helpful and understanding in every aspect from design to production 
and delivery.

 Krissy  

22/09/2016fast turnaround, excellent customer service

I often need to have flyers printed urgently and the team always delivers such prompt service 
without any hassles along the way.

 Catherine  - BDM

22/09/2016Nothing is ever a hassle

Grreat services and quick got me out of a pickle my go to place

 Kirstein  - Executive Assistant

29/08/2016Great service and products

We had a last-minute addition to our team for whom we needed business cards for ASAP - the 
Kwik Kopy team went out of their way to ensure the cards were done on time, and even hand-
delivered to our office.  We’ve recently changed to them from another supplier and I cannot 
speak more highly of them - for the same products we are receiving them quicker and paying 
less.

 Steph99  - Acting Office Manager

23/08/2016Above and beyond

I visited Kwik Kopy recently and the service was above and beyond my expectations.

 Suzanne  - Solicitor

18/08/2016Amazing service
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I always use Kwik Kopy and I’m always satisfied with the quality of service.

 Samantha123  - WHS Coordinator

18/08/2016fast and reliable service!

I emailed the Elizabeth Store Kwik Kopy with a print job, and it took less time than expected, and 
turned out well. They were very friendly and helpful.

 Dani  

18/08/2016
Very fast turnover and helpful customer ser-
vice

Product arrive in time, had prompt response and excellent service.

 Carmen Joseph  - Education Coordinator

18/08/2016Excellent Service

Use them when ever I have need . Always friendly staff and very accomodating

 Stu Richo  - Owner

16/08/2016Exceptional service

Be it posters, flyers, brochures or any other material, our local Kwik Kopy delivers quality 
products quickly, and if they can’t make a particular deadline they let us know and are helpful in 
rearranging. They are friendly, give good advice about printing procedures, and always get the job 
done.

 Bella Woods  - Communications And Media Manager

16/08/2016Consistently good service
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We use Kwik Kopy frequently and I always receive good service.  Quick and reliable.

 Kate Mc  - Legal Personal Assistant

6/08/2016Always great service!

I am from accounts, so I normally due with ppl in your account department. Invoices are always 
on time and statement of account is also on time which are good

 Wei He  - Finance Officer

2/08/2016Good serivce

Our team here at Liberty Place are frequent customers of the products and services offered by 
this fantastic printing provider. Printing, digital design and proofing are without a doubt, of the 
highest quality and standard across the industry. Every fine detail and description of a product 
is continually monitored throughout the initial design process, correspondence for change/ 
alterations through to the final stages of proofing and printing. All members of staff at Kwik 
Kopy have continued to provide this service to allow for seamless operations and customer 
satisfaction- thank you, all for your ongoing support and superior service towards the team at 
Liberty Place. Warm Regards, Ahmed & Cushla

 Cushla  - Executive Concierge

22/07/2016Specialised service excellence

I emailed Kwik Copy in Elizabeth St, Sydney with our printing.  Great service, efficient and 
friendly.

 Libby123  

21/07/2016Excellent service and products

They did an excellent job, great communication and very careful that their work standard was 
high. They are convenient and prompt.

 Kwik Kopy Elizabeth Street customer  - Director

21/07/2016Great service
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Very friendly staff. My problem became their solution very quickly

 Barry  - Boss

21/07/2016Service price quality all good thanks

Roy is an absolute delight to deal with!  Nothing is too much trouble for him in assisting. The 
staff are very efficient,  friendly &  co-operative which is a great asset to the business.KWIK 
SERVICE IS EXACTLY WHAT YOU GET!!

 Mega153  - Barristers Clerk

21/07/2016very efficient with any request

called into the office 10 days ago for invitations, so happy with the outcome.

 Karen Garth  - Practice Manager

21/07/2016Always a great job

We regularly use Kwik Kopy for our photocopying needs. They are efficient with excellent 
customer service.

 TraceyB  - Bookkeeper

21/07/2016Great service

They were nice but finished the job without sending a proof which I requested

 Eleeluke  - Solicitor

21/07/2016Friendly but mistakes
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I have used the print copy services a few times before. And I always get quick replies to 
quotes and very fast turn around on receiving the goods. Your prices are very responsible and 
competitive and I will continue to use your reliable services. Thank you

 Samantha123  - Coordinator

21/07/2016Amazing service and competitive price



Contact us today to find out how 
we can help you.

www.es.kwikkopy.com.au


